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Poetry
On a pink piece of paper with blue lines

I wrote a poem.  I called it Gucci, because that was the name of my dog, and that’s 
what it was all about.  My teacher gave me an A and a gold star.  And my mother 
hung it on the kitchen door and read it to my aunts.  And that was the year my sister 
was born with tiny toenails and red curly hair.  Mother and Father kissed a lot.  And 
then the girl around the corner sent Maria a Valentine’s card with a row of X’s at 
the bottom and she had to ask Mommy what it meant.  And Mommy was always 
there to tuck Maria in bed at night and was always home to do it.  

On a pink piece of paper with blue lines, I wrote a poem called “Autumn” because 
that was the name of the season.  And my teacher gave me an A and asked me to 
write it more clearly and Mommy never hung it on the kitchen door because it was 
new paint. 

That was the year I got my new glasses with thick lenses and black frames and the 
kids told me why Mommy and Daddy didn’t kiss anymore.  And Mother didn’t tuck 
Maria in bed anymore and got mad when she cried for her to do it.  

On a shitty piece of paper from my notebook I wrote a poem called “A Question” 
because that was the question about my girl. And my 7th grade teacher gave me an 
A and a strange look.  And Mother never hung it on the door because I was afraid 
and I knew she would judge me for my sexuality.  

That was the year Maria died, and I forgot how the ending of Step Up went.  And 
mother and father didn’t kiss anymore or even talked.  That’s why on the back of a 
brown paper bag I tried another poem, and I called it “Nothing.”  And I gave myself 
an A and hung it on the bathroom door because this time I didn’t think I could reach 
the kitchen.  

- ME

Scars! Are they worth it?
I have a scar in the center of my hand from playing with friends and having a lot 
of broken glass around.  My friend decided it’d be fun to play hide and seek.  She 
chased me right into the area of the glass.  Down I went onto the broken glass.  The 
impact of the fall shoved the glass into my hand.  it was pulled out with tweezers. 

I have a scar on the side of my knee cap from a game of truth or dare.  A circle of 5 
guys and another girl that was far from a female.  I was dared to try something new 
with her and if I was to refuse they are to give me my punishment.  I was told to go 
on the couch but tripped from all the alcohol I had.  I fell onto the knife in the girl’s 
hand.  I blacked out and don’t know what happened after that. 

I have a scar on my left arm.  I had to share a bunk bed with my older sister.  i was 
wooden and breakable.  the bed cracked from all the jumping in it.  the boards 
weren’t long enough so my bed fell through and a nail cut through my arm.  this is 
how i know my left and right. my left has an L in the arm.

Out of all these 3 scars, which do you think is a bad scar?  You may say first, you 
may say second or even third, but what I feel is my worst scar isn’t any of these. i 
don’t wear my scars where everyone can see them. 

Your scar is everywhere you go you’re known by someone, or everyone knows 
you’re coming back.  your scar is getting arrested so many times you can’t count.  
a scar is getting in trouble for something worse than you ever have and get sent to 
D.O.C. because they say a placement wouldn’t help you.  they say you are going to 
do whatever I want whenever I want. 

But your WORST scars that you hate to carry around but you made my bed now 
you have to lie in it.  You have a scar from going down the path you did to cause 
my mom to stress drink.  Now she has a tumor on her liver and has a stomach ulcer.  
You have the scar from having to go to court and my mom having to be there even 
with her in pain.  Now her back plates are completely dislocated to where she gets a 
shot for pain in her back and wears a back brace for 8 hours a day. 

My scars are something I carry around.  Either it’s physical or not, but the emotion-
al scars hurt worse.  All 10 of these scars I live with as we speak, so never try to 
impress people. 

Be who you really are supposed to be!

- JG


